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Project Aims and Objectives
Canard configurations are well suited to produce highly
manoeuvrable aircraft, but become less stable as a result.
Therefore, the inclusion of careful design measures to prevent
deep stall and a computerised control system are required to
improve the flight stability and safety of the aircraft.
To test this, an optimised canard aircraft was designed using
XFLR5 to optimise passive stability in conjunction with an
integrated active control system developed in Simulink. The
aircraft design is applied to use as an unmanned combat aerial
vehicle (UCAV), using a suitable UCAV as a reference aircraft to
help determine flight parameters. The aircraft dynamics were
then simulated and controlled with an external input, which
allowed a test pilot to actuate control responses in real time.

Dynamics and canard literature
•
•
•
•

There are six degrees of freedom in the model, three translational directions and three rotations: pitch, roll and yaw
To maintain stable flight, the centre of gravity for a canard aircraft must be placed forward of the neutral point to produce
a stability margin and corrective moments towards a zero angle of attack condition when the aircraft is perturbed
To prevent a deep stall, canards must stall at a lower angle of attack than the main wing to cause the nose to drop and
become controllable again
Aircraft experience 5 different natural dynamic modes when perturbed, which are quantified by eigenvalues in the form:
l = s + 𝑗w to determine their stability, damping and oscillatory behaviour (if the mode is oscillatory)

Methodology

Aircraft Design

Flight parameters:
• Mach 0.6 cruise
• 10 000m (I.S.A) cruise altitude
• Endurance: 4 hrs
• 6000kg MTOW

Included components:
• Payload (guided
munitions)
• Engine
• Avionics
• Airframe structure
• Fuel

Control System Design
MIMO template provided by Dr. Sean Symon
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interface
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Geometry derived from
the Bayraktar Kızılelma
using scale imagery

Optimal stability
margin of 5.29% based
on manoeuvrability
requirement and
component position
limitations

Longitudinal control adaptation

Weight distribution
based on available
imagery and uniform
coverage
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Exhaustive PID tuning for minimal steady state error and response time
Lateral control adaptation

Component weights
estimated from both
statistical methods
and defined
component masses
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Aerofoil selection for
optimal lift-to-drag at
cruise conditions

Passive stability analysis performed in XFLR5, computes A and B state space matrices
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Exhaustive PID tuning for minimal steady state error and response time
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All modes are stable, except spiral which is expected and has a long time to
• Active control halved response time to 5% steady state value double (200 seconds). Damping is sufficient to control the aircraft with passive • Amplified roll input increased roll rate, reaching 60° in 1.7 seconds
• Steady state error in pitch effectively zero
• Critical/supercritical damping of yaw and roll oscillations
stability alone but at an unacceptable level for UCAV standards.

Conclusions
•
•
•

Canard aircraft with small stability margins rely on active control methods to remain stable in
flight with minimal steady state error and lag.
Canard aircraft can be designed to be highly manoeuvrable and sensitive to control inputs,
making them suitable for use as UCAV designs
External inputs to control the model provides the most suitable input data for controller
tuning
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